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ABSTRACT

The use of effective development environments for discrete event simulation models should reduce development costs and improve model performance. A model specification language to be used in a model development environment is defined. This approach is intended to reduce modeling costs by interposing an intermediate form between a conceptual model (the model as it exists in the mind of the modeler) and an executable representation of that model. As a model specification is being constructed, the incomplete specification can be analyzed to detect some types of errors and to provide some types of model documentation. The primitives to be used in this specification language, called a Condition Specification, are carefully defined. A specification for the classical patrolling repairman model is used as an example to illustrate this language. Some types of diagnostics which are possible based on such a representation are summarized, as well as some model specification properties which are untestable.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifications -- languages, methodologies; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Tools and Techniques; I.6.2 [Simulation and Modeling]: Simulation Languages.

General Terms: Design, Documentation, Languages.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 CONTEXT OF PROBLEM

Simulation is a widely used problem solving technique [SHAN80] which has had mixed success [WATT77]. Several authors, most notably [NANC81b, OREN82, HENR82, ZEIG83], argue that a first step in improving the effectiveness of simulation is to recognize the need for a model development and management environment in which tools can be used to support modeling and analysis. Such an environment is supported by a model management system (MMS), which is defined in [NANC81c] as

...a set of tools that assist in the efficient creation and use of an effective model whose application is expected to extend in scope and time beyond the original study objectives.

The role of a MMS extends to all phases of the model life cycle, illustrated in Figure 1; however, the focus of this work is those phases representing model development activities and the role of a model development system (MDS) in support of the needed model development environment (MDE)\(^1\). The objective of a MMS is to provide tools which can reduce the costs of constructing simulation experiments while also improving the quality of the information produced by those experiments.

---

\(^1\) The set of tools comprise the "system" (MMS or MDS) that combined with other less tangible factors to form the "environment."
FIGURE 1: The Chronological Organization of the Model Life Cycle
In [NANC81a] Nance describes the Conical Methodology (CM) that could underlie an MDS. The CM provides a carefully structured approach for the construction of documented, effective model specifications. A MDS, based on the CM, should support the production of a model representation in a form which can be analyzed (1) to detect potential problems with a model specification, (2) to assist in the construction of an executable representation of the model, and (3) to construct useful model documentation. This paper describes a model specification language -- the Condition Specification -- that can be used in a MDS to satisfy these objectives.

The Condition Specification (CS) described in the following sections is not intended as an expressive tool for a modeler; that is, the language is not designed to meet the human needs for translation of concepts into a communicative representation. Rather, the CS provides the primitives by which the time and state relationships can be formalized so that analysis of a model specification can be conducted and certain documentation can be extracted. Section 2 provides a description of the CS language. The language is illustrated in Section 3 by a detailed example. Section 4 describes how the above three objectives are met by this type of representation. Section 5 summarizes these results.

The evaluation of a model specification language should be based on both its ability to contribute to an improved theory of simulation and the utility of the language; that is, its ability to assist in the construction of effective model specifications and their implementations. Some contributions to simulation theory, based on this model specification language, are identified in Section 4.
1.2 RELATED WORK

Two research areas in discrete event simulation relate most directly to this work: the development of modeling methodologies and the development of support tools. The following paragraphs briefly summarize methodological approaches and tools supporting the modeling task.

One wide-spread modeling methodology is the network representation. The wide use of network oriented languages speaks well of their ease of application to a wide variety of problems. GPSS uses a network representation as do the activity cycle based languages [HUTC75]. Interestingly, Nygaard and Dahl in discussing the development of Simula, state that early in its design Simula was to be a network oriented language. The network approach was dropped, however, when the developers became convinced of its lack of generality [NYGA78, p. 249].

Several authors have suggested the process concept [BLUN67, KIVI67, FRAN80] or the entity-attribute-set approach of Simscript [MARK79] as a basis for modeling methodologies. While neither provides a theory supporting the simulation process, both provide powerful representational and conceptual tools for model specification.

Zeigler's work is the most significant effort to provide a sound theoretical basis for simulation. Based on finite state machines and general systems theory, this approach provides powerful conceptual tools for dealing with the dynamics of the simulation process, including the concept "model state trajectories." Also Zeigler's "experimental frames" provide both a theoretical basis and some practical guidance for dealing with model validation [ZEIG76, ZEIG83].
Kindler's set-theoretic approach provides a basis for a categorization of models, systems, and simulation programming languages, although the impact on the practical issues of model development, validation, and verification is yet to be demonstrated [KIND78, KIND79].

Program generators have been used for more than a decade to assist in model implementation. A program generator typically consists of a component to build a model specification which is then used by another component to generate code in a particular simulation programming language. Mathewson's DRAFT systems [MATH76, MATH77] use a family of generators (one for each target simulation language) to produce programs based on entity-cycle diagrams. Davies' approach is to build a "language-independent description of a situation" [DAVI76]. Other work in simulation program generators includes Clementson's CAPS/ECSL system [CLEM73], Lafferty's S4 system [LAFF73], and more recently, Vidallon's GASSNOL system [VIDA80].

Support systems for model development range from the simple expedient programmer checklists [MCLE73] to software generated documentation such as that of GASP [PRIT74] and Visontay's DOCUM program for Simula [VISO79]. Zeigler, et al., have an interactive system to assist a modeler in the construction of model object descriptions [ZEIG80]. Oren's GEST language combines model implementations with Zeigler's experimental frames to construct simulation executions [OREN83]. The most ambitious attempt in this area is the DELTA project, which seeks to allow a modeler to develop a complete executable simulation program [HOLB77].

Several authors discuss a formal simulation model specification and documentation language (SMDL), first defined in [NANC77]. Kleine describes an
SMSDL which, by progressive refinement, is intended to lead to executable Simscript programs [KLE177]. Frankowski and Franta propose a process (and Simula) oriented SMSDL [FRAN80].

Little evidence is found of analytic techniques to assist in construction of efficient model implementations. DeCarvalho and Crookes describe analyses to improve the efficiency of an activity scanning time flow mechanism and to identify components whose output can be saved and reused in subsequent executions [DECA76]. Schruben analyzes "event graphs" in order to simplify a model specification and to identify other properties of the model [SCHR82].

2.0 MODEL SPECIFICATION

2.1 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

In order to present what follows, some definitions are useful. To properly deal with these concepts, a distinction is made between four terms: a system, a model, a model specification, and a model implementation, each defined below. While the distinction between a system and a model is standard, often no distinctions are made among the last three, contributing to the difficulty in developing a body of theory supporting simulation. One reason for this lack of distinction is that the characteristic properties accumulate as one moves through this list, so that a model implementation is also a model specification, a model, and a system.

A starting term for these definitions is "system" as defined in the Delta project report [HOLB77, p. 15]:

A system is a part of the world which we choose to regard as a whole, separated from the rest of the world for some period of consideration, a whole which we choose to consider as containing a collection of components.
This system may be real or imagined.

We extend this definition to allow communication between the system and its surroundings: the system may have inputs and outputs. Inputs are items to which the system is in some way sensitive but which are at least partly beyond its control. The outputs are items which the system provides for the benefit of its surroundings; they may or may not be used by the system itself.

Each system has an environment which may be undefined except to identify the inputs of the environment to the system and the outputs of the system to the environment. A system may be viewed as a "black box" by its environment so long as the communication links (here called inputs and outputs) between the two are adequately specified.

A model is an abstraction of a system intended to replicate properties of that system.

The level of detail and the type of abstraction depend on the properties the model is intended to replicate.

The study of even a very simple system can lead to several dissimilar models, each intended to replicate particular properties of the system to some degree of precision. The collection of properties the model is intended to replicate is the model objective. No model exists in a vacuum; each model requires both a referent system and a set of properties that it is intended to replicate.

The definitions for objects and attributes below are taken directly from Nance [NANC81b, p. 175].

A model of a system is comprised of objects and the relationships among objects.

An object is anything that can be characterized by one or more attributes to which values are assigned.
Values assigned to attributes conform to an attribute typing much the same as a standard problem-oriented programming language.

If, in order to replicate the properties of the system which a model represents, the model uses the technique of progressing through a series of changes in a time-ordered fashion, then the model is a simulation model (see [GORD78, p. 39]).

The representation of time (or some indexing attribute used as a surrogate) is fundamental to the simulation technique, although its representation is usually artificial, that is, a model may either replicate several hours of behavior of the simulated system in a fraction of that time or require several minutes of "real" time to replicate a few seconds of simulated time.

An instantiation of a model specification is the act of using a simulation model to provide data about the behavior of the model.

A simulation model is a discrete event model if all object attributes, other than system time, are represented as changing value only a countable number of times during any instantiation.

2.2 A MODEL SPECIFICATION FORMALISM

A model specification (MS) is defined as a quintuple:

< input specifications, output specifications, object definition set, indexing attribute, transition specification >.

Each element of this quintuple is discussed below.

Each MS is embedded in an environment. This formalism requires that the communication links between a model and its environment be completely specified. Any information used by the model, but controlled even partially by its environment, must be defined in an input specification. Likewise, information about the behavior of the model that is communicated to its environment is described in the output specification. Taken together, the input and output specifications form the interface specification.
Attributes included in an output specification may serve two possible functions: (1) providing coordinating information about the behavior of one component that is required by other components, or (2) reporting model behavior as required by the model objectives (although additional reporting attributes may be specified to assist in model validation). These two roles are not mutually exclusive since a single attribute can serve both functions. From the perspective of the model, the attributes used for reporting and those used for coordination are similar since both serve a communicative function.

An object definition is an ordered pair,

< object type, object attribute set >.

All attributes associated with a particular object form the object’s attribute set. The attributes record information about the object that is useful for the modeling task; they assume values as needed to record changes in the object’s state.

During an instantiation, several instances of the same object may exist. For example, a queueing model might have several instances of the object "customer," each with its own instance of the "customer" attribute set.

For some MSs the association of an attribute with a particular object can be quite arbitrary, particularly if the attribute is used to coordinate actions involving more than one object. To improve the analysis of a specification, a single attribute may be associated with several model objects. Changing the attribute value of one object changes the attribute value for all the objects sharing the common attribute.

Since the model analyses of current interest concentrate on the transition specification, our treatment of object specifications is abbreviated. For many
complex models, the simple approach used here is inadequate. For complex
models it may be necessary to regard some model objects as composed of both
attributes and other model objects. For example, a set is a model object
which has attributes, such as cardinality, and contains other model objects.
See [NANC79, ZEIG83] for a more complete treatment of this topic.

The model specification must contain an indexing attribute commonly
called "system time." (System time is a model input and a model specification
does not describe how it changes value. This is the same as saying that a
time flow mechanism is not part of the MS.)

The transition specification for a model specification defines each of the
following:

1. An initial state for the model. The initial state defines values for
   all attributes of objects that exist at initiation (or model start-up)
   including an initial value for system time. Different initial states
   may be created for different instantiations of the same MS by
   reading attribute values at model initiation.

2. Termination conditions, that is, a definition of the conditions under
   which an instantiation is to be stopped.

3. A definition of the dynamic behavior of the model, specifying the
   effect of each model component on other model components, the
   model response to inputs, and how outputs are generated.

The form of this specification depends on the language used. An activity
cycle diagram specification and a Simscript specification for the same model
are syntactically dissimilar, but both provide a transition specification. Wha-
tever descriptive tool is used, it must unambiguously define the model behav-
ior. The language presented below illustrates one form a transition specifi-
cation can assume.

In terms of the eventual implementation of the specification on a com-
object definitions to the data structures manipulated by the program. The
object attributes play the role of program variables, although an actual imple-
mentation normally requires additional variables.

Model specifications and model implementations are distinguished on the
basis of state variables.

Let A(M,t) be the model attribute set for a model specification M at
system time t. A model specification is a model implementation if, (1)
for any value of system time t, A(M,t) contains a set of state varia-
bles\(^1\) and (2) the transition function describes all value changes of
those attributes.

Thus, if "system variables" have been added to the model attribute set so
that A(M,t) will always contain a state set, then the transition specification
should be augmented to contain a complete description of how these additional
attributes change value. Since A(M,t) typically will not contain a set of state
variables, a primary function of a simulation programming language such as
GPSS or Simula is to augment the model attribute set as necessary to create a
state set.

2.3 SPECIFICATION PRIMITIVES

In order to define a set of primitives to be used for transition specifica-
tions, we must first decide how model dynamics are to be described. Several
approaches are possible; the one used here is that of describing model respon-
ses to each of a series of conditions. The transition specification is then
represented as set of ordered pairs: conditions and associated actions.
While the list of conditions in a transition specification should have certain
properties (some are discussed in [OVER82]), in this section we define a

\(^1\) Stated very briefly, a set of variables for a system form a state set if the
set, together with future system inputs, contain enough information to com-
pletely determine future system behavior. See [HENN68] for a more complete
discussion.
basic set of actions that can be used for model specification. Five action
types are defined: changing values of attributes, time sequencing actions,
object generation and deletion, production of output, and termination of an
instantiation. The first three are used for controlling model behavior and the
fourth for communication with the model environment. The actions paired
with a condition in the set of ordered pairs can include any combination of
these actions. Each action is discussed in turn below.

The condition in each ordered pair is a Boolean expression composed of
model attributes.

2.3.1 VALUE CHANGE DESCRIPTIONS

One model response to a condition being met is to change one or more
attribute values. A value change description (VCD) defines this action.
VCDs consist of three components: input attributes, output attributes and an
evaluation procedure. The evaluation procedure is an algorithm specification.
Each model attribute used as input to the evaluation procedure is an input
attribute. Each attribute whose value is altered by the evaluation procedure
is an output attribute.

                      ----------------------------------------------------------------------
whenever queue_size > 0 and
    server_status = free
then begin
    queue_size := queue_size - 1
    server_status := busy
    SET ALARM( end_of_service, t )
end.
                      ----------------------------------------------------------------------

FIGURE 2: Example Condition and Actions

Figure 2 contains an example of a VCD. This figure is intended to
illustrate the concept of a VCD rather than a particular syntax.
Here "queue_size," "server_status," and "end_of_service" are object attributes. The condition for these model actions is the Boolean expression bounded by whenever and then. The model responses to this condition becoming true consist of three actions: two VCDs and a time sequencing action which "schedules" a future action (scheduling is described below). In the first VCD, "queue_size" is both an input and output attribute. Thus when the specified condition is met, the only information required to determine the new value of "queue_size" is its current value. The second VCD has no input attributes; the output attribute is "server_status." In this case, whenever the condition is met no additional model information is required to determine the new value of "server_status."

For several types of model analysis, we are interested in the information required for the evaluation procedure (the input) and the attribute values that are changed in a VCD (the output) rather than the particular syntax used for the transition specification. Examples in this paper use a Pascal-like syntax in the VCD (see [JEN74] for a description of Pascal), although any syntax would be satisfactory as long as input and output attributes are easily identifiable.

An evaluation procedure may require "local variables" used to define an algorithm which are not model attributes ("loop" indices are an example).

2.3.2 TIME SEQUENCING

In defining the behavior of a model, enough information often exists when a condition is met to unconditionally prescribe a future model action at a known value of system time. For example, when the conditions for a beginning of service are met, often no information about future actions is required to determine when the end of service should occur. Thus at points during
an instantiation the occurrence of some model actions may be strictly time
dependent, that is, dependent only upon the value of system time. (In fact
in [OBER82, p. 260], a proof is given that at all "times" during an instantia-
tion, at least one model action will be strictly time dependent.)

Some primitives are required to specify the relationships between state
and time. We choose constructs based on Dijkstra's sequencing primitives.
As with Dijkstra's semaphores (see [DIJK68]), two types of primitives are
required: one primitive for setting a signal and a second for responding to
it. In the simulation environment, canceling a signal is often useful and a
third primitive is included to support this.

The statement describing the setting of a signal has the syntax

\[
\text{SET ALARM}( < \text{alarm name} > [ ( < \text{argument list} > ) ],
< \text{time delay} > )
\]

where:

\(< \text{alarm name} >\) is the name of an alarm (a model may have several
different alarms).

\(< \text{argument list} >\) is an optional list of one or more expressions used to
define new values for a set of model attributes. These expres-
sions are evaluated when the alarm is set and saved until the
alarm is signaled.

\(< \text{time delay} >\) is a nonnegative real valued expression defining the
length of the delay until the alarm is to be signaled.

An alarm name, which must be an object attribute, is described in an object
attribute specification as having the data type \text{time-based signal}.

The semantics of this statement differ from Dijkstra's in that the state-
ment requests that a signal (here called an alarm) be set for a future point
in time rather than the current time. The mechanism is intended to be analo-
gous to setting an alarm to go off at a prescribed point in the future,
although our alarm clock is unusually versatile in that it can be set to go off at several different values of time simultaneously. For example, at 7:00 o'clock, the alarm could be set to go off at 8:15, 9:30, twice at 10:00 and finally at 11:30. The time at which the alarm is to be signaled is one of the arguments of the statement. During an instantiation of an MS the execution of additional SET ALARM statements can add new times for the alarm to be signaled without affecting the times that are already set.

When the alarm is signaled, a common model action is to change the values of some attributes. Often the values the attributes should assume when the alarm is eventually signaled depend on the state of the model when the alarm is set. To provide for this in the model specification, the SET ALARM statement may have an argument list. If so, it consists of one or more expressions that are evaluated when the signal is set; these values are saved and then used to assign values to attributes when the alarm is signaled.

Each alarm name that occurs in a SET ALARM statement should also occur in at least one

```
WHEN ALARM( <alarm name expression> 
[ ( <parameter list> ) ] )
```

condition; otherwise, there can be no response to the alarm. The WHEN ALARM condition is Boolean valued and is false except at an instant of time that the alarm is to be signaled. The WHEN ALARM condition cannot occur as an element in a compound condition expression; it must be the only term in the expression. (For contrast, see the AFTER ALARM condition described below.) As an example, if the statement "SET ALARM( machine_failure, 250 )" has been executed during an instantiation of an MS and no other
alarms for the name have been set, the condition "WHEN ALARM(machine_failure)") has the value "false" until 250 units of time have passed. The condition becomes "true" during the instant when 250 units of time have passed and false in the next instant (unless the alarm has also been set for that time by some other model action). The parameter list should match that of any corresponding WHEN ALARM action.

An alarm name expression of the form "WHEN ALARM( <alarm name 1> & NOT <alarm name 2>)" can be used to handle the concurrent scheduling of two alarms. For example, in a queueing system simulation we may require that end-service alarms be processed before arrival alarms if they are scheduled for the same instant. The WHEN ALARM condition for the arrival might take the form "WHEN ALARM( arrival & NOT end_service )." In any instant for which both an arrival and end-service alarm have been set, this condition will be true in the same instant as the end-service alarm, but only after it has been processed.

Model behavior is sometimes more simply described if the model is allowed to tentatively schedule future actions but later cancel them if necessary. This ability to cancel an alarm once it has been set is not a mandatory feature of a model specification language, but it can simplify some model specifications. The cancel statement has the syntax

CANCEL ALARM( <alarm name> [, <alarm identifier>] ) .

If an alarm is to be canceled which can be set for several different values of time simultaneously (or several times for the same value), the proper one to be canceled must be identified; this is the purpose of the alarm identifier. How the proper alarm is identified is not of particular interest here and is not prescribed; it could be in terms of values of the arguments
for the SET ALARM statement, the alarm time, or the relative position in the
alarms that are set.

Some model specifications are more easily generated if conditions that
depend both on the value of system time and other model attributes are
allowed, that is, if a compound condition of the form

\[
\text{AFTER ALARM(< alarm name > ) \& < Boolean expression > }
\]

\[
[ ( < parameter list > ) ]
\]

is permitted. While the AFTER ALARM statement is similar to the WHEN
ALARM statement, it differs in the following respect. Rather than having the
value "true" only at the instant in time that the alarm is to be signaled, it
remains true until its associated Boolean expression has also become true.
This constitutes a second sequencing primitive, one that when signaled con-
tinues to "alarm" until some additional condition is also met. While this state-
ment can be implemented in terms of the WHEN ALARM statement and an addi-
tional attribute used as a Boolean flag, we include both statements in order to
incorporate concepts fundamental to the simulation task and those that can
simplify model specifications. The Boolean expression can contain additional
AFTER ALARM elements or Boolean expressions in model attributes.

The WHEN ALARM expression never occurs as an element in a compound
expression; it describes model actions that are strictly determined by the
value of system time.

Any condition consisting of a WHEN ALARM expression is a \textit{determined}
condition.

The AFTER ALARM expression must occur in a compound condition
expression and describes actions that depend on both system time and
other attributes. Such a condition is called a \textit{mixed condition}.

If a condition contains neither a WHEN ALARM nor an AFTER ALARM
element, it is a \textit{contingent condition}.
For the analyses in which we are interested, it is useful to treat the initialization as both determined and contingent.

After their associated alarm has been set, the Boolean value of the determined conditions is based only on the attribute system time. Contingent conditions are based on attributes other than system time; mixed conditions are based on system time and some additional attributes.

2.3.3 OBJECT GENERATION

Two commands are defined to control the existence of model objects. They have syntax

\[
\text{CREATE(} <\text{object type}> [ , <\text{object identifier}> ] \text{)}
\]

and

\[
\text{DESTROY(} <\text{object type}> [ , <\text{object identifier}> ] \text{)}
\]

with the obvious meanings. The creation of an object is actually the creation of a set of attributes that can be used to affect future model behavior. If multiple instances of an object type can exist simultaneously, some mechanism must exist to uniquely identify individual instances of objects and object attributes when necessary. This is the purpose of the optional object identifier argument in these two primitives. As before, the mechanism for object identification is not prescribed.

2.3.4 ENVIRONMENT COMMUNICATION

The fourth primitive required for model specification provides a mechanism for the model to produce output to report its activity. While an output statement is a necessary part of a model specification language, the execution of such a statement during an instantiation cannot affect future model behavior during an instantiation; it serves a communicative rather than a control function.
2.3.5 TERMINATION OF AN INSTANTIATION

Some mechanism must exist to terminate an instantiation once termination conditions are met. The termination action could be as simple as halting execution of the simulation program; it could be more sophisticated to support the design of the simulation experiment by reinitializing the model for another execution. While the utility for these types of actions is recognized they are not developed here. The statement is represented here as STOP.

2.3.6 ADDITIONAL PRIMITIVES

Many model specifications can be simplified by the use of additional constructs such as looping structures to repeat actions and additional data structures such as sets and queues. Additional primitives are required to provide these constructs, but we choose not to expand the development in this way. Additional constructs are freely used in the examples in this paper whenever useful -- provided their meaning is unambiguous and the input and output attributes are clearly identifiable.

A summary of these primitives is presented in Table 1 which gives the syntax and summarizes the function of each primitive. Note that we use Pascal syntax for comments.

2.4 CONDITION SPECIFICATION DEFINITION

A model specification language for discrete event simulation models based on the above primitives can now be defined. A condition specification (CS) of a model consists of three components:

1. An interface specification that identifies the input and output attributes for the model by name, data type, and communication type. The communication type for each attribute in the specification must be input, or output. Any CS must include at least one output attribute.

2. A specification of model dynamics, composed of:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value change</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Assign attribute values. See page 12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Alarm</td>
<td>SET ALARM( &lt; alarm name &gt; []) ,</td>
<td>Schedule an alarm. See page 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; alarm time &gt; )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Alarm</td>
<td>WHEN ALARM( &lt; alarm name &gt; )</td>
<td>Time sequencing condition. See page 15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Alarm</td>
<td>AFTER ALARM( &lt; alarm name &gt; )</td>
<td>Time sequencing condition. See page 17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancel Alarm</td>
<td>CANCEL ALARM( &lt; alarm name &gt; [, &lt; alarm id &gt; ] )</td>
<td>Cancel scheduled alarm. See page 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>CREATE( &lt; object type &gt; [, &lt; object id &gt; ] )</td>
<td>Generate new model object. See page 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroy</td>
<td>DESTROY( &lt; object type &gt; [, &lt; object id &gt; ] )</td>
<td>Eliminate a model object. See page 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Produce output. See page 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Terminate instantiation. See page 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>( &lt; any text not including a &quot;&quot;) &gt; )</td>
<td>Comment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a. A set of object specifications. Each specification consists of a name for an object type and a list of attributes associated with each object of this type. A range must also be specified for each attribute. The set of object definitions must include the special object, ENVIRONMENT, which has at least one attribute, SYSTEM TIME. Model inputs, if any, are associated with the environment object; that is, they are attributes of the environment object.

b. A set of ordered pairs called the transition specification. Each element in this set is called a condition action pair (CAP) and consists of a condition and an action. This set must include two special pairs, one called the initialization pair with the condition INITIALIZATION, and a second called the termination pair. The condition INITIALIZATION is true only at the start of an instantiation, before the first value change of SYSTEM TIME. The termination condition describes the conditions under which an instantiation is to be terminated and the actions to be taken on termination.

3. A report specification of the data that are to be produced as a result of an instantiation. The form of this specification is not prescribed; it could use the CAPs as defined above. Other specification techniques might be more desirable depending on the complexity of the data collection and computation process.

The condition is a Boolean expression composed of standard operators, model attributes, and the special sequencing primitives WHEN ALARM and AFTER ALARM. The actions are composed of the primitives of Section 2.3.

In interpreting a CS, each CAP is to be treated as a "while" structure rather than an "if" structure. The difference is this: as an "if" the actions of the CAP would occur exactly once when the condition is met; as a "while" the actions repeat until the condition is no longer met.

2.5 CONDITION SPECIFICATION STRUCTURE

Much of the syntax for a CS is of little general interest. We only define a concrete syntax for part of a CS in order to present a complete example. A CS consists of two parts: a description of the interface between the model and its environment (that is, the boundary and the report specifications) and
a specification of the objects contained in the model and their dynamics. We are much more interested in the model dynamics than the communication interface. For this reason we define a syntax for object specifications and for the transition specifications only. A complete example is presented in Section 3 which illustrates forms that the interface and report specification could assume.

2.5.1 OBJECT SPECIFICATION

Each object specification consists of a set of object descriptions. Each object description is composed of an object name and a set of attribute names. Each attribute name has an associated attribute type. Standard conventions for valid object and attribute naming are used in these examples. Also, attribute typing will be similar to that used in Pascal: integer, real, test, Boolean, or a list of values that the attribute can assume. The special attribute type time-based signal is used to indicate a sequencing attribute.

While significantly more robust conventions for object and attribute specifications can be developed, these are sufficient for the example presented here. See [DAHL81] for the conventions used in Simula or [CACI82] for those used in Simscript.

2.5.2 TRANSITION SPECIFICATION

As defined above, the transition specification consists of a set of ordered pairs, called condition action pairs (CAPs), each pair composed of a condition and an action. For convenience the transition specification may also include a set of functions to simplify expressions in the conditions and actions.

The semantics of a CAP are straightforward: whenever the condition is "true" during an instantiation of the CS, the associated actions are to occur.
Since it is possible for several conditions to be "true" simultaneously, the actions are considered to occur simultaneously.

3.0 EXAMPLE

In this section a detailed example is presented. The example is the classical machine repairman model used in studies by Nance [NANC71, NANC81a] and is from [PALM47, COXD62].

3.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A single repairman services a group of \( n \) identical semiautomatic machines. Each machine requires service randomly based on a Poisson distribution with mean \( \lambda \). The repairman starts in an idle location and, when one or more machines requires service, the repairman travels to the closest machine needing service. Service time for a machine follows a negative exponential distribution with mean \( \mu \). After completing service for a machine, the repairman travels to the closest machine needing service or to the idle location to await the next service request otherwise. The closest machine is determined by shortest travel time. Traveltime between any two machines or between the idle location and a machine is functionally determined.

3.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of the simulation is to provide estimates of the average percentage of up time for each of the machines.

3.3 SPECIFICATIONS
Input:

\begin{align*}
n & \quad \text{Number of machines} \quad \text{positive integer} \\
\text{mean_uptime} & \quad \text{Lambda} \quad \text{positive real} \\
\text{mean_repairtime} & \quad \text{Mu} \quad \text{positive real} \\
\text{max_repairs} & \quad \text{Number of repairs for termination} \quad \text{positive integer}
\end{align*}

Output:

\begin{align*}
\{ \text{Percentage up time for each machine} \} & \quad \text{nonnegative real;} \\
\{ \text{Average up time for all machines} \} & \quad \text{nonnegative real;}
\end{align*}

FIGURE 3: Machine Repairman Interface Specification

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Object} & \textbf{Attribute} & \textbf{Type} \\
\hline
\textbf{environment} & system_time & positive real; \\
& n & positive integer constant; \\
& mean_uptime & positive real constant; \\
& mean_repairtime & positive real constant; \\
& max_repair & positive integer constant; \\
\hline
\textbf{facilities} & n & positive real constant; \\
& max_repair & positive integer constant; \\
& mean_uptime & positive real constant; \\
& mean_repairtime & positive real constant; \\
& fac[1..n] & constant; \\
& failure[1..n] & time-based signal; \\
& failed[1..n] & Boolean; \\
& end_repair & time-based signal; \\
& arr_fac & time-based signal; \\
& num_repair & nonnegative integer; \\
\hline
\textbf{repairman} & max_repair & positive integer constant; \\
& mean_repairtime & positive real constant; \\
& status & \{ avail, travel, busy \}; \\
& location & \{ idle, fac[1..n] \}; \\
& end_repair & time-based signal; \\
& arr_fac & time-based signal; \\
& num_repair & nonnegative integer; \\
\hline
\textbf{idle position} & arr_idle & time-based signal; \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

FIGURE 4: Machine Repairman Object Specifications
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{ Initialization }
INITIALIZATION:
VAR i: 1..n;
READ( n, max_repairs, mean_uptime, mean_repairtime );
CREATE( repairman );
FOR i := 1 TO n DO
  CREATE( facility( i ) );
  fac( i ) := i;
  failed( i ) := false;
  SET_ALARM( failure( i ), neg_exp( mean_uptime ) );
END FOR;
num_repairs := 0;
location := idle;
status := avail

{ Termination }
um_repairs ≥ max_repairs :
  STOP

{ Failure }
WHEN ALARM( failure i : 1..n ):
  failed( i ) := true

{ Begin repair }
WHEN ALARM( arr_fac i : 1..n ):
  SET_ALARM( end_repair, neg_exp( mean_repairtime ) );
  status := busy;
  location := fac( i )

{ End repair }
WHEN ALARM( end_repair i : 1..n ):
  SET_ALARM( failure( i ), neg_exp( mean_uptime ) );
  failed( i ) := false;
  status := avail;
  num_repairs := num_repairs + 1

{ Travel to idle }
( FOR ALL 1 ≤ i ≤ n, NOT failed[ i ] ) &
status = avail & location ≠ idle:
SET_ALARM( arr_idle, traveltime( location, idle ));
status := travel

{ Arrive idle }
WHEN ALARM( arr_idle ):
status := avail;
location := idle

FIGURE 5: Machine Repairman Transition Specification
{ Travel to facility }
status = avail & ( FOR SOME 1 ≤ i ≤ n, failed[ i ] ) :
VAR i : 1 .. n;
i := closest_failed_fac( failed, location );
SET_ALARM( arr_fac, traveltime( location, fac( i ) ), i );
status := travel

FIGURE 5: Machine Repairman Condition Specification (Continued)

{ Function Arguments Type }
closest_failed_fac begin .. end;
     ( failed : 1 .. n ) : 1 .. n;

traveltime begin .. end;
     ( location : 0 .. n,
       destination : 0 .. n ) : positive real;

deg_exp begin .. end;
     ( mean : real ) : positive real;

FIGURE 6: Machine Repairman Function Specifications

In this example, we assume that an execution is to terminate when a
certain number of repairs, defined at model initialization, have occurred.
The number of machines, the average uptime for machines and the average
service time are also defined at model initialization.

The interface specification for the machine repairman model is presented
in Figure 3. In this example, four values must be provided the model. The
model in turn produces two values. The model objects, along with the attrib-
utes of each object, are listed in Figure 4.
{ Monitored Attribute } Action
failed WRITE( system_time, i )

{ Other report actions. }
WHEN start of simulation:
  WRITE( n );
  FOR i := 1 TO n
      IF failed( i ) THEN WRITE( system_time, i )
  END FOR

WHEN end of simulation:
  WRITE( system_time, 0 )

FIGURE 7: Machine Repairman Report Specification (Part 1)

In the transition specification of Figures 5 and 6, each CAP is named in
a comment to facilitate discussion. The structure of each CAP consists of a
name (in a comment), a Boolean condition, a declaration of parameters (if
any), a declaration of local variables (if any), and the actions that are to
occur when the condition is met.

We describe a few of the CAPs of Figure 5 briefly. At model initialization,
all run-time parameters are read, all model objects are created, some
model attributes are initialized, and an initial failure is scheduled for each
machine (initialization CAP). An instantiation is to terminate after a specified
number of repairs (termination CAP). When the repairman finishes repairing
a machine (end repair CAP), the next failure for the machine is scheduled,
attributes are changed to show that the machine is working, the repairman is
shown as available, and the repair count is incremented. These actions will
cause either the condition for the "travel to idle" or the "travel to facility"
CAP to become true. If it is the "travel to facility" condition, a function is
called to determine the closest failed facility, an arrival at that facility is
program average_up_percentage
{
  This program reads pairs consisting of a system time
  and a facility identifier. Each machine is assumed
  up until it is reported down. Each subsequent re-
  port is assumed to be a change (from up to down or
  down to up). The first value in the file is
  assumed to be the number of facilities.
}

  real system_time,
    sum_up_time
  real array
    total_up_time[ 1 .. n ],
    start_up_time[ 1 .. n ]
  Boolean array
    facility_up[ 1 .. n ]
  integer n,
    facility_id

read ( n )
for i := 1 to n do
  total_up_time[ i ] := 0.0
  facility_up[ i ] := true
  start_up_time[ i ] := 0.0
end do

read ( system_time, facility_id )
while facility_id ≠ 0 do
  if facility_up[ facility_id ]
    then
      facility_up[ facility_id ] := false
      total_up_time[ facility_id ] :=
        total_up_time[ facility_id ] + ( system_time -
        start_up_time[ facility_id ] )
    end then
  else
    start_up_time[ facility_id ] := system_time
  end else

read ( system_time, facility_id )
end while

FIGURE 8: Machine Repairman Report Specification (Part II)
for i := 1 to n do
  if facility_up[i] then
    total_up_time[i] := total_up_time[i] +
    ( system_time - start_up_time[i] )
  end then
end for

sum_up_time := 0
for i := 1 to n do
  sum_up_time := sum_up_time + total_up_time[i]
  write ( "Facility " i, " percentage up time: ",
         100.0 * total_up_time[i] / system_time )
end for
write ( "Average up time: ", 100.0 * sum_up_time / n )
end program

FIGURE 8: Machine Repairman Report Specification (Part II)
(Continued)

scheduled, and the repairman’s status is changed. Interpretations of the
other CAPs are similar.

All functions referenced in Figure 5 are partially defined in Figure 6.
For brevity, the parameters for these functions are declared, but their code
is not included.

In Figures 7 and 8, a report specification is presented. The approach
taken in this example is to have each instantiation create a record of its
actions that can be analyzed on model termination. The structure of the
report specification reflects this. Figure 7 describes the actions to be taken
during execution of an instantiation. The concept of a monitored variable
used in this specification is from Simscript [CACI82]: every time the value
of the monitored variable is altered, the associated action is to occur. Figure
8 describes the analysis which is to occur on model termination.
4.0 UTILITY OF APPROACH

Proper evaluation of using a CS to assist in the simulation process requires some demonstration of its utility. Due to the length required for a proper development, those demonstrations are only summarized here.

In [OVER82], it is shown that any CS can be transformed into a model specification in any of the three traditional world views -- event scheduling, activity scanning, or process interaction (see [FISH73] for a discussion of these world views). The transformations emphasize the ability of each world view to make use of different contextual information to simplify a model specification.

In addition to world view transformations, several types of specification analyses are shown to be possible (although the list presented here is not complete since description of some analyses requires additional definitions).

- Tests for attribute utilization can be performed.
- Some types of ambiguity and incompleteness in a model specification can be identified.
- Analysis of the CS can identify all model actions that can occur as a direct result of each particular action.
- If the model specification is decomposed into activities, events, processes, or some other user-defined units, documentation on interactions between units can be generated automatically.
- Complexity measures can be applied to alternate decompositions to indicate which best simplifies the model specification.

Several results are proved that show that no general test procedures can be constructed for a number of important specification properties. To indicate the flavor of these results, we list some here, with informal definitions of the terms involved. No general test can be constructed to show if a condition specification is:

- finite (that is, if each execution must terminate);
• ambiguous (that is, if two nonequivalent implementations are possible);
• complete (that is, no execution can get into a state not described in the CS);
• connected (that is, the CS does not consist of several independent systems, none of which can influence the behavior of any other).

Theorems are also proved which show that all contingent actions must be caused by a determined action which occurs in the same value of system time. In addition, results are proved which indicate a symmetry of representational power between the event scheduling and activity scanning world views.

5.0 SUMMARY

The definition of another language for model specifications (MSs) is based on our desire to introduce an intermediate form between a conceptual model (the model as it exists in the mind of the modeler) and an implementation of that conceptual model. A model implementation, even using a simulation programming language, often includes many features either to accommodate the programming language used or code for particular implementation techniques, both of which may obscure the conceptual model being implemented. Creation of a "correct" implementation is often difficult since the "conceptual distance" from a conceptual model to an implementation of that model in a particular programming language is often large.

To be useful, a MS should support (1) error detection (even of partially specified models), (2) analysis to assist in implementation, and (3) automated production of some types of useful documentation. A MS should be broad in scope, at least as broad as current simulation programming languages such as Simula or Simscript, and place few constraints on implementation techniques such as time flow mechanisms or the world view in the choice of programming languages.
We assert that the CS language presented here exhibits each of these properties, at least to some degree. We recognize that a proper evaluation of the language requires the implementation of a variety of nontrivial models. We are currently engaged in such a process and look forward to reporting the results of these experiments.


